Oregonians for Renewable Energy Progress thanks the Commission for the opportunity to submit comments on the scope of the Investigation to Determine the Resource Value of Solar energy in Oregon. Our comments generally fall under five categories that are summarized below, with specific details and references following for each category as appropriate.

1. **OREP believes that the order in which the investigations are to be completed as currently proposed in the Timeline (Appendix: Table 1) is inconsistent with the goals of the studies.**

   OREP’s understanding is that the purpose of Investigation #1 is to establish the value of electricity from solar photovoltaic panels to various stakeholder groups including ratepayers and citizens of Oregon. Investigation #2 *Fixed Cost Recovery*, is to look at utility cost recovery and possible cost shifting between solar participants and general ratepayers. Accurately determining to what extent, if any, cost shifting or fixed cost recovery is an issue in Oregon is entirely dependent on understanding what the full value of solar energy is to the electricity system. Therefore Investigation #2 cannot be completed until the results of the *Resource Value of Solar* investigation are available.

   We are relatively happy with the consensus building approach used during the workshops and throughout the investigation so far. However, OREP is concerned with the definitions of some elements to be included in the RVOS as outlined in the Staff Recommendations to the Commission that were made public to stakeholders last week. With only three business days since the release of the report before stakeholder comments are due, we feel that it is critical to allow sufficient time for input and consensus on these definitions. OREP suggest that this topic be included in the RVOS investigation, Workshop 3: RFP Review or devote an additional comment opportunity to this issue. The consultant hired should also be allowed to use their knowledge of established best practices to further refine these definitions as needed, in consultation with the OPUC.

2. **Several elements considered are program-specific and appear to assume a net-metered solar value rather than a solar resource value independent of any program design, and should not be included in the RVOS.** The resource value of solar electricity from a PV panel with a given
location and orientation is quantifiable and independent of any program that encouraged the customer to install it. The value of the electricity coming off the panel is the same whether it was installed with ETO rebates and State tax credits, under the Solar Pilot Program, or paid for in its entirety by the owner.

The following elements should be excluded from the RVOS study on the basis of program dependence:

- #8 Utility: Administration Impacts;
- #9 Utility: Interconnection Impacts;
- #15 Rate Impacts: Net Metering Credits;
- #20 Behind-the-Meter Production During Billing Month;
- #22 Rate Impacts: Lost Utility Revenue;
- #23 Tax Credits; and
- #24 DSM Alternative Impact.

3. Societal Benefits Should be Included in a Robust RVOS.

OREP believes that the Commission will make a serious error if it fails to consider externalized environmental costs in this docket. The distinction drawn between “electricity ratepayers” and society is a contrived dichotomy. Electricity ratepayers are all members of society and nearly every member of society is an electricity ratepayer. The real distinction is between the shareholders of investor-owned utilities and society, which is composed primarily of ratepayers. This process should not ignore costs imposed on society by the owners of utility shares.

This docket’s purpose is to inform policy makers who have a broader policy-making lens than does the Commission. If one were to suggest to members of the Legislature that, in setting policy for society, they should specifically ignore economic development, health, water, or costs imposed on future taxpayers due to emissions from a given polluter, they would question the credibility of the suggestion. The traditional restrictive lens of the Commission is not appropriate for this docket.

These elements should be included in the RVOS study:

Avoided Environmental Externalities (all fall under #26):
- Societal Impacts of Carbon;
- Ocean Warming & Acidification;
- Societal Impacts of NOx/SOx/Particulates;
- Avoided water usage for thermal power production and for natural gas hydraulic fracturing; and
- Thermal pollution of fresh water.

And Societal Economic Benefits (under #16)
- Financial benefit of keeping Oregon energy dollars recirculating locally instead of sent out of state for purchase of fossil energy
- Financial benefit to state from solar energy job creation
4. OREP has indicated agreement in past comments, that the following elements should be included. We suggest that any elements that are clearly greater than zero, but are difficult to establish this time, be left in as placeholders for subsequent investigations. OREP has no further input on the following elements:

- #1 Avoided Energy Impacts
- #2 Avoided Capacity Additions
- #4 Avoided Transmission and Distribution
- #5 Compliance Value
- #10 Financial: Market Price Response
- #11 Ancillary Services and Grid Support
- #12 Financial: Fuel Price Hedge
- #13 Operational Impacts
- #14 Avoided Natural Gas Pipeline Impacts
- #17 Health and Other Societal Impacts
- #25 Environment: Compliance Impacts

5. Other Comments with further clarification by OREP in this document:

- #3 Line Losses
- #6 Security: Reliability, Resiliency and Disaster Recovery
- #7 Utility: Integration Impacts
- #16 Societal: Economic Development
- #18 Capital Risk
- #21 Resource Need

OREP recommends the following changes to the RVOS study, based on what other jurisdictions have included in their Value of Solar or net-metering evaluation studies. These studies were conducted in Maine, Minnesota, Mississippi, Missouri, Nevada, and Vermont, and most recently for Portland General Electric (See Appendix 1 for a list of these resources).

2. Program Dependent Elements Should be Excluded

A. #8 Utility: Administration Impacts

OREP Recommends Exclusion: Utility administration costs are heavily dependent on the type of program developed and its requirements. This is important to consider when designing a program to encourage solar deployment but would introduce a program preference into this investigation, which is irrelevant to the value of solar electricity. Currently Portland General Electric participants in the Solar Pilot Program pay an additional $10/month for administrative costs. As solar penetration increases, utilities can improve the sophistication of their administrative approach, automating systems to improve efficiency, decrease cost and reduce utility and shareholder impact. Several studies, including those in Missouri, Mississippi and Nevada, acknowledged how difficult this was to quantify due to the lack of precedence in other studies but did include administrative costs in their evaluation. They were all based on net-metered program requirements though, which illustrates how program-dependent this element is. Value of Solar studies in Maine and Minnesota did not include administrative costs.
B. #9 Utility Interconnection Impacts

OREP Recommends Exclusion: Utility interconnection impacts will vary depending on the program requirements and contracts. No other studies that we’ve investigated have included interconnection costs, although Maine did recommend improving their 2010 interconnection standards.

C. #14 Rate Impacts: Net Metering Credits

OREP Recommends Exclusion: This element is program dependent, assuming that solar PV will be installed under a net metering program and belongs in Investigation #2. We first need to understand the value of solar electricity before we can adequately determine if there is any rate impact on customers.

D. #20 Behind-the-Meter Production During Billing Month

OREP Recommends Exclusion: Behind-the-meter production during the billing month is inherently program dependent. If all the energy were fed directly into the grid, there would be no behind-the-meter production at any point.

E. #22 Rate Impacts: Lost Utility Revenue

OREP Recommends Exclusion: This element is program dependent and should be included in Investigation #2 – Fixed Cost Recovery. For example, the utility may experience lost revenue under a net-metering program but they would not under a well-designed feed-in tariff where all customers continue to buy all their electricity from the utility, regardless of whether they’ve installed solar or not. Mississippi, Missouri and Vermont each acknowledged that lost utility revenue does occur, but again, all assumptions were based on a net-metering program. The true value of the energy generated from a solar PV panel is independent of programmatic impacts.

F. #23 Tax credits (State and Federal)

OREP Recommends Exclusion: This element is highly program dependent and changes over time both at the State and Federal level. A tax credit is applied to and reduces the installation cost of a PV array. It also assumes that the person or business installing the system has sufficient tax appetite to utilize the credit, although anyone can install a PV system with sufficient solar resource available, including NGOs, schools, houses of worship and government agencies that don’t pay taxes. Tax credits have no bearing on the performance of the system and the energy that it produces, and therefore are irrelevant to the value of electricity produced by a solar array.

G. #24 DSM Alternative Impact

OREP Recommends Exclusion: This element too, is program dependent and has no bearing on the actual value of solar energy produced. Under a Feed-In Tariff or PURPA installation there is no loss of revenue to the public purpose charge. This element may be included in Investigation #2.
3. Societal Benefits Should be Included in a Robust RVOS.

Environmental Externality Elements Should be Included

Independent expertise is needed to consider external environmental costs in this docket. Staff’s comments are replete with assertions that external costs are not within the Commission’s usual purview. Economic development is “outside the normal scope of the OPUC’s activities” (p. 8); health and other societal impacts “are outside the scope of the PUC” (p. 8). Further, that “these environmental externalities are outside the scope of the PUC” (p. 10). Staff notes at page 11 that societal benefits “are not within the scope of utility ratemaking.”

The parties are well aware that the Commission has not yet considered these external costs. However, rather than being merely “social benefits such as improved environmental quality” (p. 2), mitigation of climate change impacts imposes real cost on members of society and taxpayers which, while caused in significant part by fossil fuel generators, are not paid by them and are imposed on everybody else.

Because the Commission’s normal scope has not included this work, an expert consultant’s is needed.

The commission is not precluded from considering external environmental costs.

In an Oregon Department of Justice Memorandum dated April 16, 1992 the Department concluded that the Commission has authority to consider external environmental costs in a utility’s least-cost plan.

“For example, a utility’s consideration of external environmental costs in its least-cost plan may cause it to choose a resource that has higher costs when measured without inclusion of the external costs. A coal-fired electrical generation plan may be a lower cost resource, without consideration of environmental costs, than a solar-powered generation plan. Nevertheless, the Commission may allow cost recovery for the higher cost-solar powered plant by taking into consideration its lower impact on the environment.” (p. 4).

These decisions cannot be made wisely without quantifying what the external environmental costs are.

In recommending that these costs not be considered, Staff is essentially making a policy decision from a traditional perspective that is narrower and more restrictive than the broader policy concerns of the Legislature.

Inclusion of societal benefits in other value of solar studies.
The study conducted for PGE by Clean Power Research notes that inclusion of societal benefits are policy choices that have been included in other value of solar studies. “Clean Power Research does not recommend to PGE whether any of the societal benefits should be included or excluded from a benefit and cost study. They represent policy choices that must be evaluated by the affected parties.”¹ (emphasis added)

“The Avoided Social Cost of Carbon (SCC) is a measure of the externality benefit based on the federal social cost of avoided CO2 emissions. This cost is included here for completeness as it has been used as the basis of other value of solar studies.” (page 36)(emphasis added)
To exclude external environmental costs from this docket would be to give Oregon’s Legislature less information than has been presented in other value of solar studies. This docket should endeavor to meet the standard of value of solar studies elsewhere, rather than giving our Legislature less than a full deck.

The Commission has the legal authority to consider societal impacts.

A. #26 Carbon-Societal Impacts of Carbon

OREP Recommends Inclusion: The harms due to carbon dioxide emissions are real and immediate and are impacting our economy now. The US EPA and other federal agencies use the Social Cost of Carbon (SC-CO2) in their rulemaking procedures and use verifiable data that is included on their website\(^2\). The likelihood of quantifiable carbon pricing in the near future for other forms of electricity generation is high and therefore it should be included when determining the value of solar electricity that will continue to produce clean energy for years to come. See the PGE Distributed Solar Valuation Methodology, July 13, 2015 report from Clean Power Research for a thorough description of how to apply the SC-CO2 to a solar valuation study (Pg 36)\(^3\).

B. #26 Carbon-Ocean Warming and Acidification

OREP Recommends Inclusion: Affects include the loss of income and taxes paid as a result of degradation of the ocean environment due to acidification from CO2 emissions and atmospheric warming from Greenhouse Gas emissions. Very real harm to ocean life, and people and industries that depend on healthy oceans are already manifesting in Oregon and around the world.

C. #26 NOx/SOx/Particulates-Societal Impacts

OREP Recommends Inclusion: These combustion products produce harms that must be accounted for in a fully loaded cost of generation by fossil fuels.

D. #26 Avoided water usage-for thermal power production

OREP Recommends Inclusion: With the exception of endangered species regulations, utilities have generally been exempt from water restrictions implemented during droughts. As of June 12, 2015, nineteen Oregon counties are currently under emergency drought conditions illustrating the value placed on water resources in the state\(^4\). Solar PV delays the need for such

\(^3\) Ibid
restrictions that directly affect the Oregon economy, electricity prices, and if severe enough
could affect the direct operations of power plants.

E. #26 Avoided water usage-for Oil and Natural Gas Hydraulic Fracturing

**OREP Recommends Inclusion:** A large amount of water is required for the process of
hydraulic fracturing demonstrating competing needs for water. Hydraulic fracturing in several
other states has been exempt from drought or other water restrictions. Solar electricity negates
some of the need to acquire natural gas and therefore saves a quantifiable amount of water for
other uses, in the process.

F. #26 Thermal Pollution of Fresh Water

**OREP Recommends Inclusion:** Thermal pollution refers to the negative implications on
plants and wildlife of warm water discharge from power plants. This discharge directly affects
the health of fish and other aquatic organism’s possibly leading to death. According to a recent
report from Oregon Public Broadcasting, “Unusually warm waters in the Columbia River
Basin have prompted federal officials to invoke measures to help migrating fish survive the
hostile conditions.” As our climate continues to warm, this will be an increasingly important
consideration for all forms of electricity generation and should be included now in the Value
of Solar calculations.

**Social Economic Benefit Elements Should be Included**

A. #16 Societal: Economic Development

According to the *PGE Solar Valuation Methodology* (July 13, 2015), methodologies are available
for economic development and market price response as summarized in the 2013 RMI meta-
study. Other states, such as Rhode Island, had previously made such assessments.

B. #6 Security: Reliability, Resiliency, and Disaster Recovery

**OREP Recommends Inclusion:** This is a valuable component of producing electricity from
decentralized solar energy. Optimally valued and planned for disaster-resilience, solar electricity

---

5 Oregon Public Broadcasting. (July 14, 2015). High Temperatures Prompt Cool-Water Releases To Aid Columbia
aid-columbia-fish/
6 Ibid.
7 Distributed Generation Standard Contracts and Renewable Energy Fund Jobs, Economic and Environmental
can provide critical, reliable services during disaster recovery scenarios. According to a recent New Yorker article, “…we now know that the odds of the big Cascadia earthquake happening in the next fifty years are roughly one in three. The odds of the very big one are roughly one in ten. Even those numbers do not fully reflect the danger—or, more to the point, how unprepared the Pacific Northwest is to face it.”

Solar electricity will not help us withstand the actual earthquake when it happens, but it can play a significant role in helping us to prepare for life afterwards, or any one of a number of significant disruptions to the electric grid from forest fires to rainstorms to mudslides. The energy security value of solar electricity is worthy of our attention and should be included in the RVOS calculations. According to the recent PGE Solar Valuation Methodology, methodologies are also available for reliability and resilience as summarized in a 2013 meta-study from Rocky Mountain Institute (RMI).

C. #7 Utility: Integration Impacts

Integration impacts for the utility can be either a cost or benefit. Staff’s Recommendations define the impact only as a cost, and this value requires a more neutral assumption. While integration of solar may incur some costs to the utility, it may also provide greater grid stability and resiliency. Both values need to be properly weighted and accounted for in the RVOS investigation.

D. #18 Capital Risk

OREP Recommends Inclusion: Capital risk addresses the costs of borrowing money in relation to time. Solar PV’s incremental, small capital acquisition does not carry the same time/risk related costs as acquiring a significant loan for a major power plant project. Over time solar electricity is more cost effective from a loan servicing perspective than central-station energy production, and therefore should be included in the RVOS.

E. #21 Resource Need

OREP Recommends Exclusion: Resource Need, unless more clearly defined, doesn’t appear to be any different than solar capacity value. Without further clarification and consensus between stakeholders, this element should be excluded from the RVOS investigation.

OREP thanks the Commission for consideration of our comments on this critical docket.

Sincerely,

Ray Neff

---

RESOURCES


Appendix 1: UM 1716 Timeline (from Staff Recommendations)

Attachment A - Timelines for UM 1716 Investigations

UM 1716 Investigation Timeline

### Investigation #1 - Resource Value of Solar (RVOS)
- **Docket Opened**: May 2015
- **Scoping**: May 21, 2015
- **Workshop 1 & 2**: May 25, June 19
- **Commission Interim Order Decides Elements**: July 29
- **Workshop 3 - RFP Review**: Staff develops RFP, criteria and releases RFP
- **Workshop 4 - Draft**: Draft consultant report
- **Workshop 5 - Draft**: Final consultant report
- **March 30**: Parties file final comments

July 29 - Parties submit comments to Commission for consideration about elements to include as part of Investigation #1 - RVOS.

### Investigation #2 - Fixed Cost Recovery
- **Docket Opened**: May 2015
- **Scoping**: May 21, 2015
- **Research & Develop**: Staff work
- **Workshop**: Staff work
- **Workshop**: Staff work
- **Workshop**: Draft staff report
- **Workshop**: Final staff report

### Investigation #3 - Reliability Impacts of Solar
- **Docket Opened**: May 2015
- **Scoping**: May 21, 2015
- **Research & Develop**: Staff work
- **Workshop**: Draft staff report
- **Workshop**: Final staff report

OREP Comments: Docket No. UM 1716; 07.20.2015
## Appendix 2: UM 1716 Elements Matrix (from Staff Recommendations)

### Attachment C - List of Elements and Parties Responses

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Elements</th>
<th>Utilities*</th>
<th>Non-Profits/Advocacy **</th>
<th>Totals</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>#</td>
<td>PUC</td>
<td>PGE</td>
<td>PSE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. Avoided Energy Impacts</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Avoided Capacity Additions</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Ute Leases</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Avoided Transmission and Distribution</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Compliance Value: HPS</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Security: Reliability, Resiliency, and Disaster Recovery</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Utility Interconnection Impacts</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Utility Administration Impacts</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. Utility Interconnection Impacts</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. Financial/Market Price Response</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11. Ancillary Services and Grid Support</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12. Financial/Market Price Hedge</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13. Operational Impacts</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14. Avoided Natural Gas Pipeline Impacts</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15. Rate Impacts: Net Metering Credits</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16. Social/Cultural Development</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17. Health and Other Societal Impacts</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18. Capital Risk</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19. Utility Production Impacts (BP Process)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20. Behind-the-Meter Production During Billing Month</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21. Resource Need</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22. Rate Impacts: Lost Utility Revenue</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23. Tax Credits</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24. DSM Alternative Impacts</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25. Environment/Compliance Impacts</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carbon – Current</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non/Un知道自己</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non/Un知道自己 should be used for</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other – Current (i.e., Mexico/India/Asia)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other – Future</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Notes
- * Portland General Electric (PGE), Pacific Power (PAC), Puget Sound Energy (PSE)олжает

Legend:
- YES
- YES with a caveat
- No
- Not Answered; TBD
DATE: April 16, 1992

TO: Lee Sparling
Manager
Electric Rates and Planning
Public Utility Commission

FROM: Paul A. Graham
Michael T. Weirich
Staff Counsel
Public Utility Section

SUBJECT: Commission Authority to Consider External Environmental Costs

You ask for our opinion on several questions which surround the Commission's authority to consider external environmental costs. Your questions arise out of a current investigation before the Commission designated as "UM 424." The Commission, in their generic least-cost planning order, required utilities to "consider external costs" in their least-cost plans. See Order No. 89-507. In UM 424, the Commission staff recommends specific guidelines for the treatment of external costs in least-cost plans and in other resource decisions. You raise a basic question concerning the parameters of the Commission's statutory authority to consider external environmental costs in utility least-cost planning. Depending upon our answer to this basic question, you ask for our advice on the standards to use should the Commission use external costs in a ratemaking decision. You also ask whether the Commission's authority to consider external costs in least-cost planning is preempted by either the commerce clause of the Constitution or the federal Clean Air Act.

For the following reasons, we conclude that the Commission has authority to consider external environmental costs in a utility's least-cost plan. However, the Commission lacks statutory authority to directly or indirectly require a utility
to make a resource acquisition or a resource dispatch decision based upon a total resource cost which includes external costs.

Our answer to the question of the Commission's authority vitiates the remaining preemption questions. However, in order to give further guidance, we conclude that, should the Commission obtain the requisite statutory authority, the federal Clean Air Act would not preempt the Commission's use of air pollution external costs in evaluating energy resource and dispatch decisions.

Finally, assuming the proper grant of authority, we find that we are unable to decide the commerce clause issue because there are not sufficient facts in this record to adequately address it.

DISCUSSION

1. Commission Has Authority to Consider External Costs But Lacks Authority To Impose External Costs on Utilities.

An "external cost" may be defined in several ways. In Commission Order No. 89-507, the generic least-cost planning order, Commissioner Katz succinctly noted that an external cost is one that is "borne by others" and an internal cost is one that is "borne by utilities." Order No. 89-507, p. 13 (concurring opinion). Similarly, the Massachusetts Department of Utilities defines environmental externalities as "the costs associated with damages caused by a project for which compensation to the affected parties does not occur." Re Integrated Resource Management Practices, 116 PUR 4th 67, 90 (1991). These definitions encompass the notion that an external cost, in the utility regulation context, is a cost that the utility is not legally required to bear.

This is not to say that an external cost is not a "true" cost. Clearly, residual sulfur dioxide emissions cause environmental degradation.

The Commission has been delegated broad powers by the legislature to supervise and regulate utilities and to obtain for their customers adequate service at fair and reasonable rates. ORS 756.040(1), (2). In construing this power, the courts have held that the Commission's authority is potentially as broad as the legislature's. See Pacific Northwest Bell v. Sabin, 21 Or App 200, 213 (1975). However, it is clear that the Commission is not on an equal standing with the legislature. The Commission may only do what it has been enabled by statute to do. See,
e.g., Pacific Northwest Bell v. Davis, 43 Or App 999, rev den 289 Or 107 (1980).

The legislature has not granted the Commission express authority to assign external costs to a utility. While ORS 756.040 grants broad powers to the Commission, we are concerned by the absence of clear statutory authority for the Commission to require a utility to bear external environmental costs. Simply stated, the Commission lacks the authority to require, directly or indirectly, that a utility reduce its air emissions below legally mandated standards."

In reaching this conclusion, we considered the direction provided by ORS 469.010(2)(f) which states:

"(2) It is the goal of Oregon to promote the efficient use of energy resources and to develop permanently sustainable energy resources. The need exists for comprehensive state leadership in energy production, distribution and utilization. It is, therefore, the policy of Oregon:

"* * * * *

"(f) That cost-effectiveness be considered in state agency decision-making relating to energy sources, facilities or conservation, and that cost-effectiveness be considered in all agency decision-making relating to energy facilities." (Emphasis added.)

We also reviewed ORS 469.020(3)(e) which defines "cost-effective" as follows

"(3) 'Cost-effective' means that an energy resource, facility or conservation measure during its life cycle results in delivered power costs to the ultimate consumer no greater than the comparable incremental cost of the least cost alternative new energy resource, facility or conservation measure. Cost comparison under this definition shall include but not be limited to:

"* * * * *

"(e) Environmental impact."

Neither statute, considered separately or together, grants the Commission the power to require that a utility reduce its air
emissions below the standards set by other federal or state agencies. We initially observe that ORS 469.010(2)(f) is merely a policy statement and not a statute that independently empowers the Commission. See Anderson v. Peden, 284 Or 313 (1978). Similarly, ORS 469.020(3)(e) is a definition, not a grant of power.

ORS 469.010(2)(f) allows the Commission to "consider" environmental costs. "Consideration" is the phrase used in the Commission's generic least-cost planning order: external costs are to be "considered" in the development of a plan by each utility. Order No. 89-507, p. 10. Within limits, this is a valid requirement.

The Commission may "consider" external costs by requiring a utility to anticipate external costs that may be internalized in the future and to include such costs in their least-cost plans. For example, if it appears that a federal or state law may be adopted mandating stricter air emission limits, the utility may include in its least-cost plan the cost of whatever measures may be necessary to achieve compliance with this future requirement.

Similarly, the Commission may "consider" external costs by allowing a utility to recover the cost incurred for pollution controls it installs voluntarily or by allowing cost recovery for acquisition or dispatch of a higher cost but lower-polluting resource. For example, a utility's consideration of external environmental costs in its least-cost plan may cause it to choose a resource that has higher costs when measured without inclusion of the external costs. A coal-fired electrical generation plant may be a lower cost resource, without consideration of environmental costs, than a solar-powered generation plant. Nevertheless, the Commission may allow cost recovery for the higher cost solar-powered plant by taking into consideration its lower impact on the environment.

However, as stated, external costs are defined as those costs that the utility is not legally required to bear. The Commission is not empowered under its current enabling statutes to impose external costs upon utilities.

Because we conclude that the Commission does not have authority to require utilities to incorporate external costs that will not likely become internal costs or that the utility does not voluntarily choose to internalize as described above, we do not answer your questions concerning standards to apply for excluding utility investment and costs from rates for failure to make resource acquisition and dispatch decisions based on external environmental costs. It would be more appropriate and
useful to answer such questions in the context of pending or adopted legislation delegating the necessary authority to the Commission as discussed.


Our conclusion that the Commission lacks authority to impose or impute external costs in utility resource acquisition and dispatch decisions moots the remaining preemption questions. However, we will briefly discuss the preemption issues presented because we do not believe that the legislature is preempted from adopting a statute granting the Commission such power.

The federal Clean Air Act (CAA), 42 USC § 7401 et. seq., delineates a regulatory scheme designed to control air pollution. The CAA directs the Environmental Protection Agency to adopt national air quality standards at a level adequate to protect the public health. 42 USC §§ 7409(a), (b).

Each state is required to adopt an implementation plan of its own. 42 USC § 7410(a). Importantly, the CAA established only minimum air quality levels and states are free to adopt more stringent protections. 42 USC § 7416. Thus, the CAA clearly does not preempt the state or its agencies from adopting regulations that are more restrictive than the federal Act.

We have reviewed the argument presented by one of the utilities that because the Commission has not been designated by the state legislature as the "implementing agency" for the CAA, the Commission is somehow foreclosed from considering external costs in the utility regulation arena. See PGE 3d. at 8-12. We are not persuaded by this argument.

The Commission, assuming it has been delegated authority to impute external costs, would not be "enforcing" the CAA. Rather, the Commission would be fulfilling its own newly created statutory mandate to ensure that external costs are included in resource acquisition and dispatch decisions. The CAA would not impede or usurp a grant of authority to the Commission to assign external costs in the utility regulatory context.

3. Commerce Clause Is A Fact-Specific Inquiry; There Are Not Sufficient Facts to Address This Issue In UM 424.

Article I, Section 8, clause 3 of the U.S. Constitution vests in the federal government the power "to regulate commerce * * * among the several states." The usual commerce clause test
is set forth in *Pike v. Bruce Church, Inc.*, 397 US 137, 142 (1970):

"Where the statute regulates evenhandedly to effectuate a legitimate local public interest, and its effects on interstate commerce are only incidental, it will be upheld unless the burden imposed on such commerce is clearly excessive in relation to the putative local benefits."

When the state law involves matters of local concern and its impact on interstate commerce is minimal, the law is generally upheld against a commerce clause challenge. *Burlington Northern Railroad Co. v. Dept. of Public Service*, 763 F2d 1106, 1114 (9th Cir 1985).

In this docket, we do not have the state law to review because it has not been enacted. Nor do we have a full airing of the alleged burden such a law, as implemented by the Commission, would impose upon the utilities. Thus, it would be premature and of little value to render an opinion as to the ability of the future law to withstand a commerce clause challenge.

"We say that a utility bears external environmental costs directly if the utility and/or its ratepayers are required to pay some or all of the external costs of the utility's resources. A utility bears these costs indirectly if it chooses a cleaner resource with higher internal costs or if the Commission disallows a portion of the cost of a resource because of its higher external (and total) cost. In UM 424, the Commission staff’s guidelines impose external costs indirectly.
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